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These and other products are available online at
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SCREAMING O
STUDIO COLLECTION

Screaming O has released its new Studio Collection.
In addition to a multi-speed lipstick vibe, there are
also vibrating mascara wands and makeup brushes.
Each buzz-worthy toy offers a different sensation,
like the tickle of the mascara, the tease of the brush
or the direct stimulation of the lipstick. These
elegant toys are beautiful and functional, and we
know you’ll agree the brand lives up to its name!

CAKE KISSABLE LUBE

Edible lubes had started to become
predictable, usually available in either vanilla
or tropical fruit flavors—then along came
Cake. Each bottle tastes like one of our
favorite confections: angel food, cookie
dough, devil’s food and red velvet. The
brand’s motto—“Have dessert first!”—is
definitely on the money. Cake turns even the
kinkiest sex into the sweetest treat. So go
ahead, lube up and enjoy some Cake!
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ASIAN
PERSUASION
LOVE DOLL

Got a thing for ladies
from the Far East? We
can’t tell you how to
pick up juicy Japanese
girls like Asa Akira or
Indian cuties like Amai
Liu, but we know that
the Asian Persuasion
Love Doll is a sure thing.
The latest in inflatable
lovers, she has smooth
“skin,” perky breasts,
and three fuckable
holes. No matter what
you want or when you
want it, she’ll be happy
to serve you. And really,
what more can you ask
for from a partner?
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REAR ENVY
BUTT PLUG

This stylish butt plug is
our favorite two-for-one
toy. The plug is made of
soft, pliable rubber with a
tapered head that’s great
for insertion and a flared
base that helps keep you
safe. Then there’s the tail.
When used as a plug, the
tail is a cute add-on, but
it doubles as a flogger,
its thin rubber strands
perfect for punishing your
partner, whether they’ve
been naughty or nice!

RAINBOW
ORGY KIT

When one or two
toys just aren’t enough,
the Rainbow Orgy Kit
does the trick with 12
orgasmic options. If you
need solo pleasure or
something that’ll work
with a partner, there’s
something here for
you. From cockrings
and penis sleeves to clit
stimulators and internal
vibes, you’ll definitely
find a way to get off
with this collection!
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TURBO SUCK

Women aren’t the only ones who can
enjoy battery-powered pleasure
objects. Our favorite in the toys for
boys category is the Turbo Suck. This
multi-speed stroker is a motorized
masturbation sleeve with textured
rubber lining a wide plastic tube. With
just four C batteries, it’ll stroke your
dick and provide plenty of suction, too.
So next time you want a blowjob and
don’t have a partner, the Turbo Suck
will help you blow your load!

Scan this code to visit
PenthouseStore.com, then
take 15% off your order with
promotional code JUNFOR

